The Future of Computational Chemogenomics.
Following the elucidation of the human genome, chemogenomics emerged in the beginning of the twenty-first century as an interdisciplinary research field with the aim to accelerate target and drug discovery by making best usage of the genomic data and the data linkable to it. What started as a systematization approach within protein target families now encompasses all types of chemical compounds and gene products. A key objective of chemogenomics is the establishment, extension, analysis, and prediction of a comprehensive SAR matrix which by application will enable further systematization in drug discovery. Herein we outline future perspectives of chemogenomics including the extension to new molecular modalities, or the potential extension beyond the pharma to the agro and nutrition sectors, and the importance for environmental protection. The focus is on computational sciences with potential applications for compound library design, virtual screening, hit assessment, analysis of phenotypic screens, lead finding and optimization, and systems biology-based prediction of toxicology and translational research.